
IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS IN GENERAL ANALYSIS*

BY

LAWRENCE M. GRAVESf

The chief purpose of this paper is to discuss some special cases of the

implicit function theorems obtained by Hildebrandt and Graves in the

paper entitled Implicit functions and their differentials in general analysis.t

In particular I wish to discuss a generalization of the notion of differential

equation, combining ideas due to Hahn and to Carathéodory.§ The equations

are of the form

(1) f(r, £ g(r,r',y(r'),x)dr',y(r),x^ = 0.

Here x may represent both initial values and parameters, and the functions

/, g, and y are supposed to be bounded and measurable in r and r'. Imbedding

and existence theorems for equations of this form are obtained in Parts VI

and VII. As indicated by the paper of Hahn just referred to, such theorems

find important applications in the calculus of variations. Special theorems

relating to linear equations are found in Part VIII.

Many other special cases of our general theory have appeared in the

Uterature from other writers. || In some of these cases it naturally occurs

that the hypotheses of the writers must be strengthened in order to make

their theories fit under our general theory. On the other hand, we should

expect that only a limited part of any special theory will flow directly from

* Presented to the Society, May 1,1926; received by the editors June 9,1926.

t National Research Fellow in Mathematics.

X These Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), pp. 127-153. In the sequel this paper will be referred to as

Paper I. Frequent reference will also be made to Paper II, Graves, Riemann integration and Taylor's

theorem in general analysis, these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), pp. 163-177; and Paper III, Graves,

Some theorems concerning measurable functions, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol.

32 (1926), p. 529.
§ See Hahn, Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 14 (1903), pp. 326-332.
Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, p. 666.

|| Cf. Hart, these Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), p. 125; vol. 23 (1922), p. 30; Annals of Mathe-

matics, (2), vol. 24 (1922), p. 23.

Barnett, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 44 (1922), p. 172.

Bliss, these Transactions, vol. 21 (1920), p. 79.

Cotton, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 38 (1910), p. 144.
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our general theory. Such is obviously the case, for example, with regard to

the theory of the Fredholm or the Volterra equation of the second kind.

However, we have succeeded in obtaining a much more complete theory

of the differentiability of the solutions than is exhibited in the previous

treatments of many of the special cases.

It is found to be economical of time and effort, even in specializing our

general theory, to state theorems that are still very general. Thus a large

part of the paper is still concerned with general ranges and abstract spaces.

Part I lists some examples (mostly abstract) of linear metric spaces.

Each space consists of a class of functions on a range ty to a linear metric

space. Part II contains some miscellaneous theorems on differentials

and compact sets. Part III discusses the nature of the solution of the equa-

tion G(x, y) =y* on subspaces H' and §)' of the main spaces ï and 2). The

theorems of Part III are applied in Part VI to discuss the continuity in r

of the solutions of equation (1). Part IV discusses a special mode of de-

pendence of the function G on x and y, and obtains as a special case an ex-

tended implicit function theorem generalizing those given by Bolza, Bliss

and Mason, Hadamard, and Hobson.* Part V discusses a method of

extending the domain of definition of a function so as to preserve a Lipschitz

condition. Parts VI and VII discuss imbedding and existence theorems for

"differential" equations in general analysis analogous to equation (1).

Equation (1) is taken up as a special case. Part VIII discusses special proper-

ties of the solutions of linear equations of the form

Kx(y(r),r) =   f Ki(y(r) ,r)dr + c.

My acknowledgments are due to Professor Hildebrandt for some of the

theorems, which are noted in the text.

I. Examples of linear metric spaces

It is worth noting that all the spaces considered here, as well as the

examples given by other writers (cf. Fréchet, Banach, Hahn) have as ele-

ments, functions on a range ty to a given linear metric space. Professor M. H.

Ingraham informs me that every linear metric space which can be well-

ordered, is isomorphic with a class of numerically valued functions.

* See Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 160-168.

Bliss and Mason, Fields of extremals in space, these Transactions, vol. 11 (1910), p. 326.

Hadamard, Leçons sur le Calcul des Variations, vol. I, pp. 497-502.

Hobson, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 14 (1915), p. 147.
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It is also worth remarking that the property of being complete remains

isolated from the other properties. That is to say, in spaces of type A or

Aq, completeness is added by a separate postulate, and in spaces of type B,

Co, or C„, completeness is present if it is so in the range of functional values.

All the types of spaces mentioned are special cases of type A.

We foUow the practice of Paper I in denoting by fy and "iß ' general ranges

or classes (not empty), and by a and a', numerically valued functions on Ç

and $' respectively, which will enter as scale functions.

1. Postulationally limited classes.    We have the following types.

Type A.   A system ($, SB, 21, Sj), ||||), satisfying conditions 1.1-1.9:

1.1. SB is a linear metric space.

1.2. 81 is the number system for SB.

1.3. g) is a class of functions on 'iß to SB, containing at least two functions.

1.4. The sum function, yi+ys, is contained in 2), for every yi and y2.

1.5. The product function, ya, is contained in g), for every element y

of 5D and every number a.

1.6. || || is a function on §) to the real non-negative part of 21.

1.7. ||y|| =0impliesy(p) =v* for every p, that is, y = y*.

1.8. ||yi+y2|| á||yi||+||yz|| for every yi and y2.

1.9. ||ya|| =||y||  |a| for every y and a.

The sum of two functions and the product of a function by a number

are defined in the customary way. Then postulates 1.4 and 1.5 express the

linear closure of the class §). We use the same sign || || for the norm or

modulus in the spaces SB and 2). This can bring no confusion, since y(p)

denotes an element of the space SB, viz., the functional value of the function

y at p, so that by ||y(^»)|| we understand the norm in the space SB, and by

||y|| the norm in the space §).

Type Ao. Let g) be a class of functions y on 'iß to SB, satisfying postulates

1.1 to 1.5 for type A, and let a be a scale function on ^3 to 21. Suppose each

function y of §) is bounded ($; a), i.e., for each y there exists a constant

My such that ||y(/>)|| úMv\o(p) | for every p. Then if we set ||y|| = minimum

effective My, §) is a space of type A.

2. Classes of all functions satisfying certain conditions. We have the

following types.

Type B. Corresponding to a given 'iß, SB, and a, let 2) be the class of all

functions y on $ to SB which are bounded ("iß ; a). Then g) is a space of type

Ao, if ||y|| is defined as above. If SB is complete, so is §).
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Spaces of types Co and C„ are subspaces of spaces of type B. Note that

to secure completeness in a space of type C„, the definition of the norm func-

tion || || must be altered.

Type Co. Let 3£0 be a region of a metric space ï, and let ty = Ï0^J'. Let

the scale function a be independent of x, and let g) be the corresponding space

of type B. Let §)(0) be the subspace of §) composed of all those functions

y which are continuous on £0 uniformly ([3Eo]^3'; a). (The square brackets

around ï0 indicate that it may be omitted from the range of uniformity.)

Then g)(0) is a linear metric space of type A0, and if SB is complete, so is

2)<°>.
Type C„. Let the space ï be linear metric, and let §)(n) be the subspace

of g) composed of all those functions y which are of class S(n) on 3E0 uniformly

([ïo]?*'; a). Then g)(n) is a linear metric space of type ^40, if the function

| || is unaltered.

The conditions for completeness, however, are now more complicated.

Consider first the case when ï0 is omitted from the range of uniformity for

the differentiability properties. We assume that the space 25 is complete,

and restrict the space g)(n> further by supposing that for each function y,

all the differentials up to and including the »th differential are modular

uniformly (ïo^'î a). Furthermore we alter the norm or distance function

as follows : let N(y) denote the norm ||y|| of the function y regarded as a point

of the space g) of type B, and let Mx(y), Ms(y), • • • , Mjy) denote the moduli

of the first « differentials of y, respectively. Then ||y|| is now defined to be

the greatest of the numbers N(y), Mx(y), • • • , Mn(y). It is readily verified

that g)(n) is still a linear metric space. To show that it is complete, we

proceed as follows.

Consider first the case « = 1. Let {ym} be a sequence of functions of the

space §)(1> satisfying the condition

lim  || ym, - y„,|| = 0.
mj=oo

m3=co

Then by classic arguments we know that there exists a function y of the

space §)(0) (type C0) such that

lim ym = y uniformly (3Ê0^';<r).
m = «o

Similarly there exists a function z(x, p' ; dx) on ïo'Ç'ï to 25 which is continu-

ous on ïo uniformly (ty'l; aj|d*||), modular on ï uniformly (ïo^'; a), and

such that

limdym = z uniformly (3Wß'3E;<H|<M|) •
m= »
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Since z is the limit of functions distributive in dx, z is also distributive in

its argument dx. It remains only to verify the third property in the defi-

nition of the class 6'. For convenience we now omit to write the argument

p.   The difference

R(x,xo)\\x — *o|| = y(x) — y(x0) — z(xo)x — Xo)

is the sum of the following five terms :

Ri = y(x) - ym(x),

Rs = ym(xo) — y(xo),

Rs = ym(x) — ym(x<¡) — yq(x) + yq(x0),

Ri = yq(x) — yq(xo) — dyq(xo; x — xo),

Rz = dyq(xo ;x — xa) — z(xo; x — xo).

By Taylor's theorem,* we can reduce R3 to the form

Rz =   I    [dym(xa+(x—Xo)r,x—xo) — dyq(x0+(x—Xo)r,x—Xo)]dr,
Jo

valid for all points a: in a neighborhood (x„)a contained in ï0- From this we

obtain the inequality

\\R,\\£   f   \\dym - dyq\\dr ̂  e\tr\\\x - Xo\\,
Jo

holding for all values of m^q, where q is an integer sufficiently large, and

for all points x in (x0)a. We use also the fact that the convergence of the

sequence {dym} is uniform (2E0$'ï; aj|d*||).  For the same q we have

\\R4=e\°\\\x-Xo\\.

Since yq is of class S', we have

\\R.\\=e\tr\\\x-Xo\\

for all points a; in a neighborhood (x0)t. The integer m is still at our disposal.

For each x in (x0)b we can choose m so large that

11*1 +Ä,|| S «| ir|||as- Xo||.

Hence, whenever x is sufficiently near x0, we have

||Ä(x,*o)|| â4e|a| ,

* See Paper II.
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so that the function y is actually of class 6' on 3£0 uniformly ('iß' ; a), and has

the function z for its differential.

To prove our statements for all values of n, we use induction. We suppose

that %)m is complete, and that we are concerned with a g)(i+l). Then a regular

sequence in g)(*+1) is regular in §)(i), and hence has a limit in g)*'. The sequence

of (¿ + l)st differentials likewise has a limit, which is shown to be the first

differential of the £th differential dky of y, with the requisite uniformity,

in the same way as the function z above was shown to be dy. The only dif-

ference is that the range $' is replaced by ^5'363£ • • • ï. Then y is of class

<£<*+», by Lemma 14.1 of Paper I.

In the case when the functions y of the space g)(n) are required to be of

class S(n) uniformly (SWP'; <?), we must assume that the region ï0 is convex,

in order to apply Taylor's theorem to the term R3, and then the proof for

completeness is practically the same as before.

Type Do- Let ï(0) be a measurable set of points in an m-dimensional

euclidean space Ï. Then the class 25 composed of all functions v on ï(0)

to 9Î (i.e., single-real-valued on X(0)) which are bounded and measurable

on ï(0), is a complete linear metric space, if we set ||z>|| =the upper bound

of |»(*)|.

Type D. g) is the space of type B corresponding to a given range $ and

a space 25 of type Do. This 2) may also be regarded as a class of functions

on ï<0)$ to 9î, and we have

h n I y(x'P) I
y   = upper bound of-■—

I °(P) I
for those values of p for which o-(p) ¿¿0 and for all x.

Type Dx. Let 3E(1> be a subset of the set 3e<0). Let g)' be the class of all

functions y of the space g) (of type D, regarded as on ï(0) $ to SR), which

are continuous at the points of the set 3£(1) uniformly ($; a). The definition

of ||y|| is not changed. Then g)' is a complete linear metric space.

II.   Miscellaneous  theorems  on  differentials  and  compact  sets

3. In case §) is a space of type A, i.e., a class of functions y on $ to 25,

and F is a function on a range $' to g), then if F(p')=y, we denote y(p)

also by F(p'\p). Thus F(p'\p) denotes an element of the space 25, and a

function G on $'^5 to 25 is determined by setting

(3.1) F(p'\p)=G(p',p).

Conversely, if a function G on $ '^5 to 25 has the right properties, the equation
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(3.1) determines a corresponding function F on 'iß' to 2).   We shall have

frequent use for the notation F(p'\p).

4. In this paragraph we consider a complete linear metric space 2) of

type A o, and a region 3E0 of a linear metric space 36. Consider also a function

F on ïo$' to 2), and the corresponding function G on ïo$'^3 to SB determined

by F(x, p'I/») =G(x, p', p). Then we have

Theorem I. If the function F is of class @(n) on X0 uniformly ( [ïo]$' ; xj'),

then the function G is of class S(n) on 3E0 uniformly ([3Eo]^ß'$; xj'o), and

conversely.

The proof is made by direct application of the definition of the class &',

and induction.

5. Compact sets and uniformity.* In case a real-valued function F

defined on a region ¿to of an w-dimensional euclidean space 2£ is of class &'

on 36o, then F is of class S' on 3E0 uniformly on every bounded and closed set

3£(1) contained in -Eo. However, in this as in other uniformity theorems,

the closure of the set 3£(1) is not the essential hypothesis.

In a metric space H, an infinite sequence of sets 3£(m) is said to have an

accumulation point x<, in case every neighborhood of x0 contains points from

an infinity of sets ï(m). A set 3E(1) is compact on a set ï<0) in case 36CI) is in-

cluded in 36(0), and every infinite sequence of subsets of ï(1) has an accumula-

tion point in ï(0).t This does not exclude the possibility that the sets 3C(1)

and 36(0) may contain only a finite number of points. A set ï(1) compact on

itself is called self-compact.

A neighborhood (3E(0))a of a set ï(0> of points consists of the sum of the

neighborhoods (x0)a of all points x0 of 36(0>.

Lemma 5.1. A set ï(1), compact on H, is bounded.%

Lemma 5.2. A set 3E(1), which is compact on a region ïo, has a neighborhood

(ï(1))o contained in 36o-

These two lemmas are verified by the usual indirect proof.

Lemma 5.3. If ï is a composite space (U, SB), and if the set 3E(1> is compact

on the set 3£(0>, then the projection 11(1) of 3E(1) on the space U ¿5 compact on the

projection Uw of 3-<°>.

* The principal theorem of this sub-section is due to T. H. Hildebrandt.

t With the definition of compactness phrased in this way, it is possible to avoid any use of the

postulate of Zermelo. Cf. Cipolla, Atti della Accademia Gioenia in Catania, vol. 6 (1913), Memoir V,

Sul postúlalo di Zermelo e la teoría dei limiti dette funzioni.

X Cf. Fréchet, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 22 (1906), p. 22.
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Let 2E(1) be a set contained in the set £(0), and let F be a function on

ï(0)$ to a metric space 2). Then we shall say that F is continuous on 3E(0)

uniformly (2E(1)$ ; a) in case F is continuous on 3£(0) uniformly (*iß ; <r), and for

every positive e there exists a positive 5 such that, for every xx in ï(1) and

every x0 in I(0) satisfying ||*0, *i|| <8, and for every p, we have ||F(a:o, p),

F(xx,p)\\ úe\a(p)\.

We say that a function F on ï<0)ï$ to a linear metric space g) is bounded

($ ; a) in case for each x oî ï(0) there exists a constant Mx such that

||F(a;, p)\\ £Mx\<r(p)\ for every p. We obtain the definition of modularity as a

special case of this in case a component of 'iß is a linear metric space 3,

and ||z|| is a factor of a.

Lemma 5.4. Let the set X(1) be compact on the set ï(0> of the metric space ï,

and let the function F on ï(0)25 to the metric space 2) be continuous on ï(0)

uniformly (2? ; a). Then F is continuous on 3£(0> uniformly (3E(l)25 ; a).

Lemma 5.5. Let the set 3E(1) be compact on the set ï(0) of the metric space 2E,

and let 2) be a linear metric space. Let the function F on ï(0)2$ to 2) be con-

tinuous on ï(0) uniformly ("iß; a), and bounded (25; a).   Then F is bounded

(X(,)?; «0.

The usual indirect proofs suffice for both Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5.

In case the spaces ï and 2) are linear, we say that the function F on

ï025 to 2) is of class fë' on %0 uniformly (X(1)Ï5; a) under the following con-

ditions: (0) F is of class S' on X0 uniformly (25 ; a) ; (1) ¿F is continuous on

3Eo uniformly (X(:)253E; ff||d*||); (2) ¿F is modular on Ï uniformly (X<«Ç;

o-); (3) for every positive e there is a positive 5 such that, whenever the

points xx of ï(1) and a;0 of 3E0 satisfy ||*o —*i|| <5, then

\\F(xo,p) -F(xx,p) - dF(xx,p;xo- xx)\\

= \\R(xo,xi,p)\\ \\xo - *,|| = t\u(p) | II*« - *i||.

This special uniformity is extended inductively in the usual manner to the

class S(n).

Theorem II. Let the set 3E(l) be compact on the region ï0 of the linear metric

space %~, and suppose that the function F on 2E025 to the linear metric space 2)

is of class S(n) on 3£o uniformly ('iß ; a). Then F is of class S(n) on 3Eo uniformly

(X(1)$;<r).

Consider first the case « = 1. Properties (1) and (2) in the definition above

follow from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. For property (3), we could proceed directly

if the region ï0 were convex, but we shall use the indirect proof which covers
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all cases. Suppose then that the last property does not hold. Then there

exists a positive number e such that for every positive integer m there exist

a set ïCOm) of points x0m in ïo, a set 36<lm) of points xïm in ï(1>, and a set $(m>

of elements pm of the range 'iß, such that

||Xom  _   Xlm\\   =  - ' \\R(xOm,Xlm,Pm)\\   >  t | tr(pm) |   •
m

The sequence of sets {ï(lm)} has an accumulation point xQ which is in 3E0,

and hence there is a neighborhood (x0)a contained in 3Eo- Then for every in-

teger m' there is always an m>m' such that there are points x0m and xim

of the sets ï(0m) and ï(lm) respectively, which are in (x0)a- The neighborhood

(x0)a is a convex region, so that we can apply Taylor's theorem* to obtain

(omitting /»)

R(Xom,Xim)\\xom ~  Xim\\   =     I      {dF(xim + (xom ~   Xim)r,X0m —   Xim)
Jo

— dF(xim,xom — xim))dr.

We have already shown that dF is continuous on 3£0 uniformly (ï(1)$ï;

a||d:r||), so that we have

\\R(xon,xim)\\ <>e\tT\

whenever ||:rom —xxJ\ is sufficiently small, i.e., when m' is sufficiently large.

This is the desired contradiction.

The proof of the theorem is completed by an obvious induction.

In the case when the set 3£(1) contains only a finite number of points, the

theorem is obvious and trivial.

6. Equivalence of our definition with the classical definition of the class

S(n>. Consider an m-dimensional euclidean space 3C, with the usual definition

of distance. Let F be a single-real-valued function on a region 3Eo of X

i.e., F is on 3£0 to 9Î. Then the function F is of class ®(n) on 3£o according

to Bolzaf in case F has partial derivatives up to and including those of the

«th order, all of which are continuous on 3E0. The equivalence of this with our

definition is stated in the following

Theorem III. If the function F is of class S(n) on 3£o according to the

definition of Paper I, then F is of class &(n) on ï0 according to Bolza, and con-

versely.

* See Paper II.

t See Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 13.
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It is convenient to introduce a general range $ with scale function a,

and to prove the more general

Theorem III'. If the function F on ï0$ to 9Î is of class S(n) on Ho uniformly

Oßja), then F has partial derivatives up to and including those of the nth order,

all of which are continuous on Ho uniformly (^ß; a), and bounded ($; a) for

each x of Ho-  The converse is also true.

Note that the function F itself is not necessarily bounded Oß; a). Al-

though the range 'iß is essential in the induction, we can omit writing the

variable /» for the most part, as it enters "homogeneously."

We shall denote the coordinates of a point x by x* (i = l, - • • , m), and

the unit points on the various axes will be denoted by «<(¿ = 1, • • • , m),

i.e., m/ = 0 forjVi, and =1 iorj = i.

Consider the theorem for n = 1. The m functions dF(x, m<) are evidently

the partial derivatives of F, and have the required properties.

To complete the proof by induction, suppose that F is of class (£(*+'>

on Ho. Then if the theorem is true for n = k, each function dF(x, «<) has

partial derivatives of the &th order. Hence F has partial derivatives of the

(£ + l)st order.

To prove the converse, we define the function dF on HoH to 9Î by the

equation

A dF(x)
dF(x,dx) =  £ ——oV.

i      bxx

The continuity and linearity of dF are then obvious. For the third condition

we have, by the classical theorem of the mean,

„/       mi n "/bF(x + 6(xi-x))     bF(x)\     .

i   \ bx% bx% /

(O<0< 1),

whence R(xh x) approaches zero with ||#i— *|| uniformly ('iß ; a).

To complete the proof by induction, we assume that the theorem is

true for n = k, and that F has derivatives of order k + 1 with the required

properties. Then it is readily verified that the function dF has partial

derivatives up to the ¿th order which are continuous on Ho uniformly (tyH;

a||da;||) and bounded ($36; a||d*||). Hence dF is of class S(t> on Ho uniformly

(WH; cr\\dx\\), so that F is of class <S(i+1) as required.

7. The lemmas of this paragraph wiU occasionally be of use in dealing

with differentials of order higher than the first. All the spaces H, 2), ,3

considered are assumed to be linear metric spaces.
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There will be occasion to consider differentiation of functions F(p, x)

on 25x"p to 2), where the range ïp of the argument x depends on the argument

p. In such cases it is obviously suitable to write the range 25 first. The range

25 may of course be composite, and 3E„ may then actually depend on only

one component of 25. We say that a function F on 253£p to 2) is continuous

on 3E„ uniformly (253E„; a) in case for every positive e there is a positive 5

such that, for every p and every xx and xt in Hp having ||*i—*»|| á owe have

\\F(p,xx)-F(p,xt)\\ £e\*(p)\.

This indicates how we define the class S' on Hv uniformly (25Hp; a).

Lemma 7.1. Let the function F on 25ïp2) to S be distributive on 2) for each

p and x. Let b be a positive constant, and let 2)(W denote the set of points y such

that \\y\\ =b. Then if F is of class £' on HLP uniformly (25ïp2)(W ; <r), F is also

of class 6' on lp uniformly (25ïP2); a||y||), and conversely. Moreover the

differential dxF is linear on 2) uniformly (253EP3E; aj|¿*||).

The lemma can readily be extended by induction to the case where F

is of class ®(b), and there are m spaces entering after the fashion of the space

2). But we shall not need anything more general than the lemma stated.

The proof is as follows.

We first define a function G on 25ïp2(ï to S by the equations

1
G(p,x,y ;dx) = dxF(p,x,yb'; dx)—,

b'-m {y"y'h
G(p,x,y* ;dx) = z*.

Then it is easy to verify that G is the differential dxF of F, and satisfies the

conditions for F to be of class <5' on Xp uniformly (253E„2); <H|y||). The con-

verse part of the lemma is obvious.

By use of Lemma 11.1 of Paper I, we can show that dxF is distributive on

2). The modularity of dxF on 2) uniformly (25ïpï; o-||¿;e||) is equivalent to

the modularity of dxF on 3Ê uniformly (25iEp2); <r||y||).

Lemma 7.2. Let the function F on 25£j,2) to S be linear on 2) uniformly

(253ÉP; a), and let b be a positive number. Then if F is of class ©(n) on lp

uniformly (253E„2) ; o-||y|| ), F is also of class S(n) on the composite region (XP(y*)b)

uniformly (2$ïp(y*)(,; o-), and conversely.

This lemma could also be extended to the case where there are m spaces

entering in the fashion of the space g).
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To prove the lemma as it stands, we consider first the case n = 1. Denote

the region (Hp,(y*)b) by SBP. The differential dxF, and the differential

dyF defined by

(7.1) dyF(p,x,y;dy) =F(p,x,dy),

evidently satisfy the uniformity requirements of Lemma 13.2 of Paper I,

so that we can say that F is of class S' on SBP uniformly OßSBP; a).

To complete the proof by induction, we assume that the lemma is true

for n = k, and that F is of class e<*+1) on H„ uniformly ($ïP2); xr\\y\\). Then

dxF is of class (£<*> on Hp uniformly 0pïP2)ï; a||y|| ||dx||). Also dJP is linear

on 2) uniformly C$HPH; a\\dx\\). Hence by the present lemma for n = k,

dzF is of class <S<« on SBP uniformly 0ßSBP3E; a||dz||). By Lemma 14.1 of

Paper I, dyF (as defined by equation (7.1)), is of class S(i) on Hp uniformly

($ïp2); Hl^ll)» and snice dvF is independent of y, it is also of class S(t)

on SBP uniformly 0ßSBP2); xr\\dy\\). Hence the sum dxF+dyF = d„F is of

class £(i) on SBP uniformly 0ßSBP$B; a||dw||), so that F is of class £<*+»

on SBP uniformly OßSBp; a). This completes the induction.

To prove the converse for » = 1, we have from Lemma 13.2 of Paper I

that F is of class £' on Hp uniformly (^2E,>(y*)¡>; a), and hence uniformly

(^53£P2)<6); <*), where £>'<£>.   Then Lemma 7.1 gives the desired conclusion.

To complete the proof by induction, we make the usual assumptions.

Then dxF is of class <£<*> on SBP uniformly OßSBP£; a||dz||), and linear on 2)

uniformly (fyHpH; a||da;||). Hence by the lemma for n = k, dxF is of class

<£<*> on HP uniformly 0ß*P2);E; er||y|| ||dx||), so that by definition, F is of

class e<*+1) on HP uniformly (<ß*P2); «r||y||).

III. The solution or the equation G(x, y)=y* on subspaces

8. Nature of the subspaces considered. We shall be considering linear

metric subspaces H' of linear metric spaces H, the definition of the operations

||, ©, O being unchanged in the subspace. As a special case we may

have H' = H. In particular, following out the practice of Parts IV and V of

Paper I, we shall denote by 2)' a complete linear metric subspace of a com-

plete linear metric space % If we set SB = (3£, 2)), SB =(H', 2)'), then SB'

is a linear metric subspace of SB.

Corresponding to a region Ho of H we shall denote by (Ho)' the set of points

common to Ho and a subspace X'. If F is a function on Ho to 2) such that, when

x is in (Ho)', F(x) is in the subspace 2)' of 2), we shall say that F as on (Ho)'

is to 2)'. We propose to determine the nature of the solution of the equation

G(x, y)=y*, when the initial solution (*0, yo) is in SB', and the function G

as on (SBo)' is to 2)'-
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9. Limits, regions, and differentials in subspaces. We prove the follow-

ing lemmas.

Lemma 9.1. If a sequence {yi } of elements of g)' has a limit y in g), then

y is in g)'.

This follows from the completeness of g)', and the uniqueness of limit

ing).

Lemma 9.2. // ïo is a region of X containing points of x~', then the set (ïo)'

is a region in the space H'.

This follows readily from the definition of region.

Lemma 9.3. Let F be a function on Ho to g), having a differential dF at a

point x¿ of the region (ïo)', and suppose that F as on (3E0)' is to g)'. Then the

differential dF as on ï' is to g)'.

This follows from Lemma 11.1 of Paper I, and Lemma 9.1.

10. The theorems of this paragraph are corollaries or additions to

Theorems IV and V of Paper I. The latter, we shall call Theorems IV1,

V1 respectively. For convenience we retain here all the notations, hypotheses,

and conclusions of Theorems IV1 and V1, and state only the additional hy-

potheses and conclusions.

Theorem IV. Suppose that the initial solution (x0, yo) is in 2B', and

that the function G as on (2Bo)' is to g)'. Suppose also that the reciprocal function

Lo as on g)' is to g)'. Then the solution Y as on ((x0)b)' is to ((yo)«,)', and the

reciprocal L of dvG(x, Y(x) ; dy) as on ((xo)b)'%)' is to g)'.

By Lemma 9.3, the function G, as on (2Bo)' to g)', is of class <S' on (2Bo)'.

Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem IV1 (for » = 1, at least) are satisfied

with ï replaced by ï' and g) by g)', so that there exist positive constants

a' and b' and a unique function Y' on ((x0)b')r to ((yo)oO' satisfying the

conclusions G to d of Theorem IV1. By inspection of the proofs of Theorem

IV1 and Lemma 16.21, it is seen that the constants a' and b' are restricted

only by the continuity and modularity properties of G, dvG, and Lo, so that

we may take a' = a, b' = b. Then by the uniqueness of the solution, we

have F' = Fon ((x0)b)'.

Theorem V. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem IV, suppose

that the subspace ï' is identical with the space x~. Then the sheet 28(0) of solutions,

defined in Theorem V1, lies wholly in the space 2B'.
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To prove this statement, let wx be a point of the sheet 2B(0), and let wx

be connected to the initial point Wo = (x0, yo) by a continuous function W

on the interval (01) to 2B(0). Then by the definition of a sheet, and Theorem

IV, there exist points r2 in the interval (01) such that, for 0=> = r2 we have

(1) W(r) is in 28', and (2) the reciprocal L of dvG at W(r) has the property

that L as on g)' is to g)'. Let n be the upper bound of such points rt. Then

by the continuity of the function W and of the reciprocal of dyG, and by

Lemma 9.1, the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for r=rt. If rj^l, there

is by Theorem IV a neighborhood of r3 on which the same conditions hold.

This is a contradiction, so that the point wx is actually in 2B'.

11. Extent of the maximal sheet of solutions in a subspace. When we con-

sider the equation G(x, y) =y* in a subspace g)' of g), the maximal sheet of

solutions may extend farther in the subspace than in the main space. This

is shown by such a simple example as the following. Le the space Ï be a

one-dimensional space, and the space g) a two-dimensional oace, and denote

the coordinate of a point x simply by x, and the coord ites of a point

y by yi and y2. Let g)' be the one-dimensional subspace of g) - which yi=y2.

We take for the function G the one whose coordinates are

(3 - x)yx + (x - l)y2 - x,

(1 + x)yx + (1 - x)y2 - x.

Then G as on ïg)' is to g)'. Also for each x^l, the differential dyG has a

reciprocal K on g) to g), and K as on g)' is to g)'. Now a solution of the equation

G=y* has the form yx = y2 = x/2, valid for all values of x, and unique except

for x = 1. But for x = 1, dfi has no reciprocal in the space g), so that a maximal

sheet 2B(0) of solutions in the space g) would have the point x = l, yx=yt

= 1/2, for a boundary point. But even at x = l, dyG has a reciprocal in

the space g)', so that the maximal sheet 2B(0> in the space g)' can have no

boundary point.

IV. A SPECIAL MODE OF DEPENDENCE OF THE FUNCTION G UPON X AND y,

AND AN EXTENDED IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM

12. Nature of the spaces ï and g), and special notations. In this sec-

tion we shall be considering spaces X and g) of type B. More specifically

let II be a linear metric space and 25 be a complete linear metric space. Let

25 be a general range, and let the scale function a be identically equal to unity.

Then let ï be the space of type B consisting of functions x on 25 to 11, and

let g) be the space of type B consisting of functions y on 25 to 25. The space

g) therefore is complete. It is not necessary to restrict the spaces ï and g)

so strongly for the first lemmas, but the possible extensions are easily noted.
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Corresponding to a region 3E0 of a space H, there will be a system of regions

Up in the space U, where Up consists of all those points u for which there

is a function x in Ho having x(p) =u. It is readily verified that each UP so

defined actually is a region. Conversely, corresponding to an arbitrary system

of regions Up there is usually a region Ho to which the system of regions UP

corresponds as above. But such a region Ho will not always be uniquely

determined by this condition. If a region Ho exists corresponding to a system

of regions UP, the most inclusive such region consists of all points x of the

space H for which there is a positive constant ax such that the neighborhood

(*(/>))a* is in Up, for every p. To avoid questions of existence we shall

throughout this section assume that the region Ho is given and that the system

of regions Up corresponds to it. We shall also retain the notation F(p' \p)

introduced in § 3.

13. Preliminary theorems on differentials and reciprocals. We prove the

following lemmas.

Lemma 13.1. Let G be a function on Hoty to 2), of class S(n) on Ho uniformly

($'; xt'), and suppose that G(x, p'\p) depends on the function x only at p,for

every p and p'. Then the function 77 on $Up$' to SB defined by

G(x,p'\p) = H(p,u,p'),    «=*(/»),

is of class S(b) on each region Up uniformly ($'; a').

The ranges of uniformity in this lemma may be modified in special cases.

E.g., if the region Up is the same for every p, then $ may be inserted in the range

of uniformity in the conclusion. If the region Ho is a neighborhood (xa)a, then

Ho and fy Up may be inserted in the ranges of uniformity of the hypothesis and

conclusion respectively. The outline of the proof is unaltered.

To prove the lemma we must first show that the differential dxG has the

property that djG(x, p';dx \p) depends on x and dx only at /». Let Xi(j>) =Xs(p),

dix(p) =d2x(p), for a certain p. Then from the assumed property of the func-

tion G, Lemma 11.1 of Paper I, and the uniqueness of limits, we find that

dxG(xu p'; dix\p)=dxG(x2, p'\ dsx\p). Hence we can define the function

du77 on y, l\p%'\\ to SB by

dxG(x,p';dx\ />) = duH(p,u,p';du),    u « x(p),    du = dx(p).

To prove the continuity of du77, let

«2  =   X2(po) ,

xi(p) = xs(p) + «i — u2 for every p,

dx(p) = du for every p.
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We have immediately

||«,-«,|| = ||*i- *,||,    ||¿«||- ||á*||.

If «2 is in UP|), Xt can be assigned in ï0, and xx is then also in ï0 if «i is

sufficiently near Ut. Then

duH(ux,po,p';du) - duH(ui,po,p';du)

= dxG(xx,p' ;dx\ po) — d^xi,^ ;dx\ p0).

From this the required continuity of duH is apparent.

The other two conditions for H to be of class S' are obtained as readily.

We complete the proof by induction. Assume that the lemma is true for

« = k, and that G is of class S(*+1). Then dxG is of class S(t) on 3E0 uniformly

(25'3E; ff'||d«||), and dxG(x, p'; dx\p) depends on x only at p. If we set dx(p)

= du for all p, then the conditions of the lemma are satisfied with G replaced

by dxG, 25' replaced by 25' U, and « = k. Hence duH is of class S(t) on each Up

uniformly (25' U; a' ||dw||), so that H is of class (£<*+1> as required.

The next lemma is a converse of the preceding, but it requires a stronger

uniformity.

Lemma 13.2. Consider a region X0 of the space X, and the corresponding

system of regions VLP of the space IX. Let H be a function on 25 Up25' to 25,

of class <£<"> on UP uniformly (25tlp25'; a'), and such that \\H(p, x(fi), p')\\ is

bounded on 25 for every x in ï0 and every p' of 25'. Then the function G on ïo25'

to g) defined by

G(x,p'\p) = H(p,x(p),p')

is of class Stn) on 3E0 uniformly (3Eo25'; a').

Take first the case » = 1, and define the function dxG on ï025'ï to g) by

the equation

dxG(x,p';dx\p) = duH(p,x(p),p';dx(p)).

That dxG is to g) follows from the uniform modularity of the function duH.

The conditions for G to be of class Ê' with dxG as its differential are readily

verified.

To complete the proof by induction, we need to use Lemma 7.2. Assume

that the present lemma is true for n = k, and that H is of class g(*+1> on Up

uniformly (25 UP2?'; a'). Then d»H is of class S(t) on UP uniformly (25 UP25' U;

a' ||¿«||), and hence of class S(t) on Up(«*)a uniformly (25UP25' (w*)a; <r'),

where a is a positive number, by Lemma 7.2. Then by the present lemma for
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n = k, dxG is of class©90 on Ho(x*)a uniformly (Hô$'(x*)a; o~'). Application of

Lemma 7.2 in the reverse direction now gives the desired conclusion.

The next lemma is concerned with reciprocal linear functions. We have

a correspondence between functions Ki on 2) to 2) which are linear on 2)

and such that Ki(y\p) depends on y only at /», and functions K2 on SB^ß

to SB which are linear on SB uniformly on ^3, by means of the equation

Ki(y\p) = Ks(y(p),p).

It is evident that the function Ki corresponding to such a function K2 is

actually linear on 2). In terms of this correspondence the lemma can be

stated as follows.

Lemma 13.3. Let the function Ki on 2) to 2) be linear on 2), and such that

Ki(y\p) depends on y only at p, and suppose that Ki has a reciprocal Li.

Then Li necessarily has the same properly as Ki. Moreover, the functions Ks

and Ls on Sß^ß to SB corresponding to Ki and Li respectively, are reciprocal for

every p of $. Conversely, if Ks and Ls on SB'iß to SB are reciprocal for every p,

and linear on SB uniformly on $, then the corresponding functions Ki and Li

are reciprocal. Finally, the moduli of Ki and Ks are equal, and the moduli of

Li and Ls are equal.

We first show that Ki(y \p0) =!>* if and only if y(/»o) =v*. If y(/»o) =v*,

then Ki(y\p0)=Ki(y*\po)=v*. If K(y\po)=v*, define a function yi as

follows: yi(po) =y(/»o), yi(P) =v* for p^po. Then Ki(yi \pQ) =üT1(y \p0) = »*,

and hence Kx(yi) =y*. Since Ki has a reciprocal Lu yi=y*, whence y(po) =i>*-

From this we can show that Lx(y \p) depends on y only at /». For, let

Vi(p)=y2(p). Then

Ki(Li(yi - ys) | p) - yi(p) - ys(p) = »*,

7,i(yi - ys\ p) = !»*.

The reciprocal properties in the first part of the lemma and in the

converse are practically obvious.

To show the equality of the moduli, we have, for Ki and K2,

\\Ki(y)\\ = B\\Ki(y\ P)\\ = B\\Ks(y(p),p)\\

= M(Ks)B\\y(p)\\ = M(Ks)\\y\\,

\\Ks(v,p)\\ = ||*i(yi|#)|| ^ ||iTi(yO|| = M(Ki)\\v\\,

where B denotes the upper bound as to />, and yx(p) —v for every />.

14. Solution of 77(x(p), y(p), p)=v*. If we set 3 = (U, SB), SB = (ï, g)),

then ,3 and SB are related in the same way as U and 36. Also there corresponds
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to a region 2So a system of regions &p as defined in the opening paragraphs

of this section. The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem IV of Paper I

and will serve as a basis for the extended implicit function theorem of the

next subsection. The principal point of the theorem is that there exist con-

stants a and b independent of p.

Theorem VI. Consider a region 2Bo, and the corresponding system of

regions Sp, a point Wo = (x0, y0) of 2B0, and a function H on 25,3,, to 25 with

the following properties :

(Hi) H(p,Xo(p),yo(p)) =v*foreveryp;

(Hi) H is of class 6(n) on Sp uniformly on 25,3?;

(#3) dvH(p, Xo(p), yo(fi); dv)=KQ(dv, p) has a reciprocal L0, and L0 is

linear on 25 uniformly on 25.

Under these hypotheses there exist positive constants a and b and a function

25 on 25 (x0(p)) ¡, to 25 with the following properties:

(Cx) the region ((x0(p)) b, (yo(p))a is contained in Spf°r every p;

(d) for every p and every u in (x0(p)) ¡,, V(p, u) is the unique solution

of the equation

H(p,u,v) = D«,

having vin (y0(p))a;

(C3) the differential dvH(p, u, V(p, u) ; dv) has a reciprocal L on 252$(zo(/>)) t

to 25, which is linear on 25 uniformly on ^(xo(p)) b;

(d) the function V is of class S(B) on (x0(p))b uniformly on ty(xo(p))b.

We reduce this theorem to Theorem IV of Paper I by considering the

function G on 2Bo defined by

G(x,y\p)-H(p,x(p),y(p)).

If the functional values of G are to be in the space g), \\H(p, x(p), y(^))||

must be bounded on 25. This will be so if the point (x, y) lies in a neighborhood

((xo, yo))c which in turn lies in the region 2B0- To prove this we apply the

hypotheses (Hx) and (Ht) and Taylor's theorem.*

After we replace the region 2öo by the neighborhood (wo)c, we can readily

show by Lemmas 13.2 and 13.3 that the point w0 and the function G on (wo)c

to g) satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem IV of Paper I.

The next step is to show that the function Y obtained from Theorem IV1

is such that Y(x\p) depends on x only at p. Suppose that for a certain p0

we have

_       xx(po) - xt(po),    Y(xx I po) * Y(xt I po).

* See Paper II.
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Then a second solution  Y(xi), in (yo)o, but not equal to Y(xi), is given by

Y(xi | Po) = Y(x21 po),      Y(xi | p) = Y(xi \ p)    (p * p0).

And this contradicts the uniqueness of the solution.

If we set V(p, u) = Y(x\p), where x(p) =u, then the function V and the

constants a and b obviously satisfy the conditions (G) and (C2). The con-

clusion (Cz) follows from Lemma 13.3, and (C4) from Lemma 13.1 and the

remark appended thereto.

15. An extended implicit function theorem. The theorem we shall ob-

tain is a generalization of those given by Bolza and others, but our method

of proof is entirely different. The theorem is "extended" in the sense that

there is a set of initial solutions instead of only a single initial solution,

and that there is a uniform neighborhood of the initial set in which there

is a unique solution.

If U(0) is a set of points in the linear metric space U, we shall denote

such a uniform neighborhood by ( U(0))o, as in § 5.

We shall be considering a set 3(0) in the composite space ,3 = (U, SB),

having the property that if (ui, Vi), (us, Vs) are distinct points of £l0), then

uxj^us. Let U(0) be the "projection" of ,3(0) on the space U. Then such a

set Sl0) defines a single-valued function F(0) on U(0) to SB.

Theorem VII. Let S(0) be a set of points defining a single-valued function

F(0) on U(0), as just described, and let G be a function on a region So to SB,

with the following properties :

(Hx) 3<0) *s in So;

(Hs) G(z)=G(u,v)=v*on3«»;

(Hz) G is of class S(n) on So uniformly on So',

(774) dvG(z; dv) has a reciprocal L(z; dv) for every z in Si0) ',

(Hb) the set 3(0> is bounded;

(Hs) there is a neighborhood (S^c in So',

(Hi) the function V-0) is continuous on U(0) uniformly on U(0);

(778) L(z; dv) is linear on SB uniformly on S(0)-

Then there exist positive constants a and b and a function V on (U(0)) & to SB

with the following properties:

(Ci) (Seisin So;
(Cs) for every u in ( U(0)) 6, V(u) is the unique solution of the equation

G(u v)=v*for which (u, v) is in (S(0))a',

(Cz) the function V is of class 6(n) on the region ( U(0)) i>.

In case the set Slm is self-compact, the hypotheses (776) to (Hz) may be

omitted.
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We reduce this theorem to Theorem VI by setting 25 = <3<0), p = (u, v),

where (u, v) is a point of 3t0)- Corresponding to this range 25 and the spaces

U and 25, we define the spaces ï and g) as at the beginning of this section.

The initial solution (x0, yo) is defined by

xo(p) = «-component of p = up,

yo(p) = «-component of p = vp.

The region 2ßo consists of all points w = (x, y) for which there is a uniform

neighborhood (w(p))d in So for every p. Then by Theorem VI there exist

positive constants a and b, and a function Vx on 25(«p) 6 to 25 such that

(1) ((«p) *, W«) is contained in So for every p ;

(2) for every p and every u in (up)b, Vx(p, u) is the unique solution

of the equation G(u, v) =v* having v in (vp)a;

(3) the function Vx is of class 6(n) on (uP) » uniformly on 25 (up) ».

We have now to show that when the constants a and b are replaced by

constants a' and b' sufficiently small, the function Vx is independent of p

when u is in (U(0))&' and yields the unique solution having (u, v) in (3<0))„'-

The hypothesis (H/), put in explicit form, reads as follows : for every positive

number e there is a positive 8 such that, when the distance of two points

«i and m, of U(0) is less than 5, we have ||F(0)(«i)-F<0>(«»)|| <e. Let 5i

correspond to e = a/2, and let a' be the smallest of the numbers a/2, 5i/2,

and b. Then since the function Vx is continuous on (wP)» uniformly on

25(«p)fc, the constant a may be replaced by a' in the statements above if b

is replaced by a constant b' sufficiently small. Furthermore we may take

i'_V. Now suppose (u, vx) and (u, Vi) are two solutions of the equation

G(u, v) =î>*, both in (,3<0))«'- That is, (u, vx) is in a neighborhood ((«oi, i>oi))o'

and (u, V2) is in a neighborhood ((«02, z>02))o', where (uox, vox) and («os, 002)

are points of 3<0)-  Then we have, in succession,

||«oi - M02II < 2a' = 8X,

||«oi — »02II < e = a/2,

||»oi - »ill < a/2 + a' = a,

so that Hi and v¡ are both in (voX)a. Therefore vx=Vt = Vx(p, u), where p —

(uoi,Voi).  Hence on the region ( U(0)) b' we may set Vx(u, p) = V(u).

Finally, from the differentiability properties of the function Vx we find

that the function V is of class £(n) on the region (U(0))»'.

In case the set 3(0) is self-compact, the hypotheses (H&) and (Ho) follow

from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. The hypothesis (H/) is obtained immediately

by an indirect proof. To obtain (Ho) from Lemma 5.5, we need to show first
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that the reciprocal L of dvG has the same continuity as dvG on the set S(0)-

The proof for this is formally the same as that in Lemma 16.2 of Paper I.

V. Extension of the domain of definition of a function,

WITH  PRESERVATION   OF  A  LlPSCHITZ   CONDITION

16. In an existence theorem for the solution of a differential equation,

it is desirable to show that the solution extends to the boundary of the domain

of definition of the functions involved in the differential equation. As

Professor Jackson has remarked,* this can easily be done by extending the

domain of definition of the functions to include the whole space of the

dependent variables. However, this method yields more restricted results

than can be obtained by other methods.f

The extension of the domain of definition can readily be carried out in

our abstract spaces in case the original domain is a neighborhood. Extensions

from more general domains with preservation of continuity have been given, J

but it does not seem possible to prove that those extensions preserve a Lip-

schitz condition.

Consider a linear metric space H and a complete linear metric space 2),

and a function F on a region 36o to 2)- We say that F satisfies a Lipschitz

condition with constant k on Ho in case for every Xi and x2 in Ho we have

||F(*i) -F(*,)|| = k\\xi- x2\\.

Theorem VIII. If a function F on a neighborhood (x0)a to 2) satisfies a

Lipschitz condition with constant k on (x0)a, then there exists a function G

on H to 2), equal to F on (x0)a, and satisfying a Lipschitz condition with constant

2k on H.

If the function F is on (a;0)o^ß to 2), we evidently have the theorem for

each /» of 'iß, whether k depends on /> or not. For example, 'iß might be a region

SBo of a metric space SB. It is also evident that the function G of the theorem

is not unique, and that the constant 2k for G is larger than necessary (at

least in most cases).

If a function F on a set 3£(0) to 2) is continuous on ï(0) uniformly on

Hw, then a function 77 on ï(0> plus its boundary is uniquely defined by the

♦ See Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 23 (1922), p. 75.

t Cf. Bliss, The solutions of differential equations of the first order as functions of their initial

values, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 6 (1905), p. 49.

X Cf. Tietze, Crelle's Journal, vol. 145 (1915), p. 9; de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue,
Sec. 125.
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properties that H equals F on 3£(0), and H is continuous on 2E(0) plus its

boundary. This has been shown by Fréchet* by the usual methods for the

case when g) is the real number system, and the proof is exactly the same

for our general case.

Thus we have a uniquely determined function H on [x0]a to g) (where

[x0]a denotes the neighborhood (x0)a plus its boundary). It is readily verified

that the same constant k is valid for H on [xo]a as for F on (x0)a- We now

define the function G, for points x not in the set [xo]a, by the formula

(16.1)
/ (* — Xo)a\

To show that G satisfies a Lipschitz condition, we simplify the formulas

by the transformation x=x0+xa. This makes the set [xo]a correspond

to the set [**]i, and the formula (16.1) becomes

cw - <Û)

for points x not in [x*]i.   Take first the case ||a:i|| >1, ||x,|| >1.   We have

HG(*,) -G(*,)|| = \\h(-^-) - b(~úII   \||*i||/      Ml*i||/ll

(     xx xt ||I JII  XX Xi Xt Xt |h

~*t M~IWíll/ "*t|]Ñí~B¡a[ + JM~lMll/
L

|*i- aill + | NI-||*i|| | } <2*||*,- x.||.
Il*i||

The manipulation is similar in case one of the points is in [x*]i, while the

other is outside.

VI. Imbedding theorems for differential equations

The equations to be considered are called differential equations for con-

venience; they include both ordinary differential equations and Volterra

integral equations as special cases. The form of the equations is the same as

in Paper I, but a different kind of Lipschitz condition is assumed. Conse-

quently a new convergence proof is required.f However, Theorems IV and V

* Bulletin des Sciences Mathématiques, (2), vol. 48 (1924), p. 171.

f For an illuminating discussion of the close connection between the two types of theorems,

see Evans, Cambridge Colloquium, pp. 52-54.
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of Paper I can be and are applied to the differential equations considered

in this section, the new convergence proof being essential in showing the

existence of a reciprocal for dvG.

17. Notations.   We consider a bounded and measurable set  9î(0)  of

points of the real axis 9î, and a linear metric space SB.   Let 2) be a class of

functions y on $R(0) to SB, constituting a complete linear metric space of type

Ao, with $ = 9t(0), and a(/>) = 1 for every /».   Let r0 be a fixed point of aî(0)

For a point y of the space 2) we shall set

/HyWII = the greatest lower bound of    I R(r)dr  ,
I »'ro

for all functions R on dtim to 9Î which are continuous on 5R(0) and such that

R(r) = \\y(r)\\ for every r. The integral on the right is understood to be taken

over the points of SR(0) contained in the interval (r0r). We might suppose the

function R to be merely integrable in the sense of Lebesgue, but that would

unnecessarily strengthen the hypotheses of the theorems to follow. In

many special cases the function |[y(r)|| is itself measurable, but that is

not necessarily so in general. In case the set 9J(0> has measure zero, all the

results are trivial, but still valid.

18. General imbedding theorems. The first theorem corresponds to

Theorem I of Paper I.

Theorem IX. Let the point y0 of'2) and the region H0 of the metric space H,

and the function F on Ho(yo)a to 2) be such that

(Hi) for every x in Ho there is a constant kx>0 such that, whenever yi and y2

are in (y0)a and r is in SJf(0> we have

\\F(x,yi\r)-F(x,ys\r)\\ = kx f)\yi(r) - y,(r) || ;

(772) for every x in Ho we have

\\F(x,y0) - yo|| < atr*'d

where d is the diameter of the set 9î(0).

Then there exists a unique function Y on Ho to (y0)a such that

Y(x) =F(x,Y(x))

for every x in Ho.

Following the method of Part V, we could in many special cases extend

the range of definition of the function F to include the whole 2) space. The

hypothesis (772), which serves to make sure that all the approximations and
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their limit are in (y0)a, could then be omitted. However, the conclusion would

also have to be modified.

It is noticeable that the nature of the range Ho is not essential in the

theorem, and the theorem is in fact unchanged in content if Ho is replaced by

a general range ^ß or else omitted altogether. The case is otherwise in the

later theorems where we consider continuity and differentiabüity with respect

to x. In applications, x may represent initial values or parameters or a combi-

nation of the two. In the proof of the present theorem we shall omit to write

the argument x.

As usual we define a sequence of approximations by the equations

yi = F(y0),    y,+i = F(yn).

To show that all the approximations are surely defined, we have

||yi - yo|| = e < ae~ki < a, \\yn+i(r) - y„(r)\\ = k J* ||y,(r) - yB_i(r)||,

from which, by induction,

c(k\r — ro\)n
(18.1) \\yn+i(r) - yn(r)\\ = -^--^'— •

n\

Therefore we have, for every n,

||y» - yo|| ^ cehi < a.

The inequality (18.1) shows at the same time the convergence of the sequence

{yB} to an element y of 2). To show that this limit y is a solution of the equa-

tion, we have

||y(r) - F(y \r)\\ = \\y(r) - yn+i(r)\\ + \\F(yn | r) - F(y | r)||

= b - yn+i\\ + k fbn(r) - y(r)\\ = ||y - yB+1|| + ¿d||y„ - y||.

To show the uniqueness of the solution we have, if yi and y2 are solutions,

llyiW - y*toll = l|F(yi | r) - F(y2 \r)\\ £ k j)\yi(r) - yt(r)\\,

and by induction,

Mr) - y*(r)\\ = (é|f",fol)n||yi - ytl
n\

For n sufficiently large, this contradicts yir^ys-

The next theorem corresponds to Lemma 16.1 of Paper I.
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Theorem X. Suppose the function G on %) to g) is distributive on g) and is

such that there exists a constant M for which

\\G(y\r)\\ = M f\\y(r)\\

for every r and y. Then the function K on g) to g) defined by

K(y) = y - G(y)

is linear on g) and has a reciprocal L. Moreover the modulus of L is not greater

than eMd, where d is the diameter of 9Î(0).

The linearity of K is evident.   If we apply Theorem IX to the equation

(18.2) y=G(y) + y',

we find that there exists a unique function L on g) to g) such thatK(L(y')) =/.

From the uniqueness we have L(K(y)) =L(y') =y.

It remains to show that L is linear. The distributive property of L

follows from the form of equation (18.2) and the fact that L is its unique

solution.  To show that L is modular, we consider the series

00

TiGn(y), where G0(y) = y,   GB+i(y) = G(Gn(y)),
n-0

of which L is the sum.  By induction we readily find that

IP.(>IO»s(if|,7,l)M
»!

and hence ||L(y)|| ^eMd \\y\\, where d is the diameter of SR(0).

The next theorem has similarities to Theorems IF, IV1, and V1 (of Paper

I), and is proved on the basis of Theorems IV1, V1, and Theorem X.

Theorem XL Let Hi be a linear metric space, and let 2Bo be a convex region

of the space 2B = (3E, g)). Suppose the point w0 = (x0, yo) of 2Bo and the function

F on 2öo to g) are such that

(Hx) (xo, ya) is a solution of the equation

(18.3) y = F(x,y);

(Ht) F is of class (£<"> on 2B0;

(#3) the differential dvF satisfies the condition that for every x there exists

a constant Mx such that, whenever (x, y) is in 2Bo, we have

\\dyF(x,y;dy\r)\\ = Mx  f \\dy(r)\\
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for every r of SR(0) and every dy in 2).

Then there exist a unique region Ho containing the point Xo and a unique

function Y on Ho to 2) with the following properties :

(Cx) Ho is connected ;

(Cs) for every x in Ho, (x, Y(x)) is in SBo, and satisfies the equation (18.3) ;

(Cz) Y is of class <£<»> on Ho;

(Ct) if x' is a boundary point of the region Ho, and if Y(x) has a limit

y' for x=x', then (x', y') is a boundary point of the region SBo-

To apply Theorems IV1 and V1, we set

y -F(x,y) =G(x,y).

Then by Theorem X, djG has a reciprocal for every point (x, y) in SBo-

Hence every point of SBo is an ordinary point for the function G. Also there

is a unique sheet SB<0) of solutions, with the properties described in Theorem

V1.

We next show that there cannot be two solutions yi and y2 for a given x,

so that the sheet SB(0) is single-valued. For, suppose that there were two

solutions. Then by Theorem I (§4), Taylor's theorem,* and the hypothesis

(77s) we have

llyito - yitoll = l|F(*,yi I r) - F(x,ys I r)||

d*F(x,yt + (yi — ys)s;yi — y2 | r)ds

£M.f'\\yi(r)-y,(r)\\.

From this we obtain by induction

<M,\ r-u I)»
llyiM - yitoll ̂ ||yi - y»||- »!

which is a contradiction for « sufficiently large.

By the definition of a sheet, the projection of SB(0> on the space H is a

connected region Ho- Then the sheet SB(0) defines a single-valued function

Y on Ho to 2) satisfying the conclusions (G) to (Cz).

A point (x'f y') described in (G) is certainly a boundary point of the sheet

SB(0), and hence of the region SBo, since all the points of SBo are ordinary.

Suppose there were two regions ïoi and jEoî and corresponding functions

Fi and F2, satisfying the conclusions of the theorem.   Then Fi = F2 on the

* See Paper II.
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region common to ï0i and lot- Let xx be a point of ï0i, connected to x0 by

a function X continuous on the interval (01) to Xoi- Let s' be the upper bound

of the points s on (01) such that X(s) is in 36o2- If X(s') is not in 3Eo2 (which is

certainly true if s' ^ 1), then X(s') is a boundary point of X02, and

lim   Yt(x) = Yi(X(s')).
x=XW)

Hence by (Ci), (X(s'), Yx(X(s'))) is a boundary point of the region 933o,

which contradicts (C2). Hence all the points xx of ï0i are contained in ï02-

Similarly 3£0i contains ¿E«.

The following modification of the last theorem is interesting, and follows

from Theorem X and Theorem IV1.

Theorem XI'. In case the hypothesis (H3) is satisfied only at the initial

solution (xo, yo), then there exist positive constants a and b and a unique function

Y on (xo) b to (y0)o with the properties (C2) and (C3).

In stating still another theorem following from Theorems X and IV1,

we consider a space S of functions z on 9î(0> to a linear metric space 11.

The space S is to have all the properties assumed for the space g), except that

it need not be complete.

Theorem XII. Consider a function F on a region (H, g), 3)o of the composite

space (X, g), S), to g), a function H on a region (ï, g))i of the space (H, g)),

to S, and a point (xa, yo, Zo), with the following properties:

(Hx) (xo, yo) is in (ï, g))i, and (x0, y0, zQ) is in (ï, g), S)o;

(H2) H(x0, y0)=z0, F(x0, yo, zo)=y*;

(H3) F and H are of class SCn) on their respective domains of definition

[uniformly on those domains] ;

(Ht) the differential dyF(x0, yo, z0; dy) has a reciprocal L0;

(Ho) there exists a positive constant k such that, for every r in '¡R(m, every dy

in g) and every dzin S, we have

||ay7(*„,yo;dy|r-)|| = k J"||áy(r)||,

||d^(*o,yo,8o;¿z|r)|| = *||¿«(r)||,

||£o(áy|r)|| á *||¿y(r)||.

Then there exist positive constants a and b, and a unique function Y on

(xo)b to (yo)a, with the following properties:

(Ci) the function

G(x,y) =F(x,y,H(x,y))

is defined for x in (x0) b, and y in (yo)a)
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(G) for every x in (x0) t the point (x, Y(x)) satisfies the equation

G(x,y) =F(x,y,H(x,y)) = y* ;

(Cz) the function Y is of class £(n> on (x0)j, [uniformly on (xo)b]-

Since a region consists wholly of interior points, and the function 77 is

continuous, the conclusion (G) is evidently true whenever the constants a

and b are sufficiently restricted. The function G is of class S(n) on (x0)b(yt)a

[uniformly on (#o)¡>(yo)a] by Lemma 15.3 of Paper I. To show that dvG

has a reciprocal at (x0, yo), set

Ki(dy) = d,F(a;o,yo,Zo;dy),

K2(dy) = dtF(xo, yo,Zo] dyH(xo,yo', dy)),

Kz(dy) = d„G(:ïo,yo;d:y)>

Kt(dy) = -L0(K2(dy)).

Then K3 = Ki+Ks, and L0 is the reciprocal of Ki. The linear function Ki

satisfies the conditions of Theorem X, since

\\Ki(dy\r)\\ = k* jT\\dy(r)\\.

Let K6 be the reciprocal of dy — Kt(dy). Then K6(L0(dy)) is the reciprocal

of Kz(dy)=dyG(x0, y0; dy).   For we have (omitting to write parentheses)

KfLoKzdy = KzLQKidy + KzL^K2dy = K6dy - KbK.dy = dy,

KzKzLody = KiKzLody + K2KzLody = Ki(K& - KkKh)L^dy = KiL0dy = dy.

If now the constants a and b are sufficiently restricted, the conclusions (G)

and (Cz) follow at once from Theorem IV1.

In case the hypothesis (776) of the last theorem holds for every (x, y, z)

for which dyF has a reciprocal, we can derive from Theorem V1 a theorem on

the unique maximal sheet of solutions through a given solution. The state-

ment and proof of this are fairly obvious. Here the sheet need not be single-

valued as it is in Theorem XL

19. A special imbedding theorem. In this subsection we shall consider

a case in which the spaces U and SB are restricted to be euclidean spaces of m

and k dimensions, respectively. The space 36 need not be restricted. For the

space 2) (which is to be of typeváo, as before, with o(p) = 1) we take the class

of all functions y on 9î(0) to SB which are bounded and measurable on $R(0),

i.e., all those functions y whose components are bounded and measurable

on 9Î(0).  The space S corresponds to the space U in exactly the same way.
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If distance is properly defined in the spaces U and 25, then g) and S may be

regarded as spaces of type D.  For these spaces the integrals

J   y(r)dr,       f z(r)dr,        f ||y(r)||dr, etc.

all exist in the Lebesgue sense, each integral being understood to be taken

over the set of points in 3î(0) contained between the points r0 and r of 9Î(0).

In case the space 9Î enters twice as a component in the range of definition of

a function, we shall use the notations 9Î' and r' to denote the second com-

ponent and second argument, respectively.

The form of the equations considered below was suggested by the paper

of Hahn already mentioned.* However, our theorem is much more general

than Hahn's.

Theorem XIII. Consider a point (xo, yo, z0), a function F on 9î(0)(*o, yo(r),

Zo(r))c to 25, and a function H on 9?(0> SR/(0> (x0, yo(r'))e to U, with the following

properties :

(Hx) F and H are bounded on their respective domains of definition ;

(Hi) for every point (x, v, u) the function F(r, x, v, u) is measurable in r

on every measurable set on which it is defined, and for every point (x, v) the func-

tion H(r, r', x, v) is measurable in r and r' together and in r' alone, on every

measurable set on which it is defined ;

(H3) F is of class S(B> 0» (x0, yo(r), z0(r))c uniformly on 9Î(0) (x0, yo(r),

Zo(r))e,andHisofclass (£<"> on (x0, yo(r'))c uniformly on 9í<0) 9î'<0) (xo,yo(r'))c;

(.ZZ4) for every r in SR(0) we have

JH(r,r',xo,yo(r'))dr' = z0(r),

F(r,x0,yo(r),zo(r)) = », ;

(Ho) the functional determinant

\Fv(r,xo,yo(r),Zo(r))\

(whose elements are the partial derivatives of the components of F with respect

to the components of v) is bounded away from zero on the set $R(0).

Then there exist positive constants a and b and a unique function Y on

(xo)b to (yo)a such that

(Cx) for every x in (xQ) t. awd r in 9î(0) we have

* Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 14 (1903), p. 326.
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F^r,x, Y(x\ r), JH(r,r',x, Y(x\ r'))av)

(G) the function Y is of class £<n) on (x0) b uniformly on (x0) &.

We wish to show first of all that for every point (x, y, z) in (x0, y0, Zo)e,

the function F(r, x, y(r), z(r)) is bounded and measurable on 9Î<0). This

follows from (77i), (772) and (773), and a theorem on the measurability of

functions of measurable functions.*   Hence the function Fx defined by

F,(*,y,z|r) =F(r,x,y(r),z(r))

is on (xo, y0, Zo)c to 2). Similarly 77(r, r', x, y(r')) is bounded and measurable

on 9î(0) 3t'(0) and also is measurable on fô'<°> for every r in $R<°>. Then by

Theorem III of Paper III the function Z defined by

(19.1) Z(x,y\r)=  j 'E(r ,r' ,x,y(r'))dr'

is on (xo, y0)c to S-

To show that the function Fi is of class E(n) on (x0, yo, z0)c uniformly on

(xo, yo, Zo)c, we temporarily replace the spaces H, 2), and S by the more

inclusive spaces of type B, consisting of all functions on 9î(0) to H, SB, and U,

respectively, which are bounded on SK(0). Then we can apply Lemma 13.2

and Lemma 9.3.

To show that the function Z is of class ®<n), we consider first the function

Zi on (x0, y0)ca?(0) to U defined by

Zi(x,y,r) = j H(r,r',x,y(r'))dr' =Z(x,y\r).

If we set £ = (3€, 2)), SB = (36, SB), then it is readily verified that the function

dtZi defined by

dtZx(x,y,r; dx,dy) =   J   dwH(r,r',x,y(r');dx,dy(r'))dr'

satisfies the three conditions for the function Zi to be of class E' on (x0, y0)c

uniformly on (x0, yo)c9î(0), with d(Zi for its differential. The integrand on the

right is measurable, since by Lemma 11.1 of Paper I each component is the

limit of a convergent sequence of measurable functions.

The proof is completed by induction. Suppose that when 77 is of class

Ê(t), Zi is of class S(*', and suppose that 77 is of class Ë(*+1).   Then d„77 is

* See Paper III, Theorem II. The theorems of this note are simple extensions and consequences

of a theorem in Carathéodory's Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, pp. 665-66.
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of class <£<*> on (x0, Vo(r'))c uniformly ({R<»jR'o» (x0, yo(r'))c 28; ||áw||),

and linear on 2B uniformly on 9Î(0> 5R'(0) (x0, yo(r'))c- Hence by Lemma 7.2,

dwH is of class <5<*> on (x0, yo(r'))c (**, y*(r')). uniformly on 9Î<0> $'«•>

(xo, yo(r'))e (x*, y*(r'))c. This is a case exactly like the original, so that

dtZx is of class E(*> on (x0, y a, **, y*)„ uniformly on (*0, yo, **, y*)c 5R(0).

Then by another application of Lemma 7.2 we find that dtZx is of class

S(t) on (*o, yo)c uniformly ((x0, yo)c 5R(0) £; ||^||), from which, by definition,

Zi is of class (S(*+1). This completes the induction.

Finally, by application of Theorem I of § 4, we have the result that the

function Z on (*0, yo)c to S is of class 6(n) on (x0, yo)c uniformly on (*0, yo)e.

We have next to show that the differential dyFx(x0, yo, z0; dy) has a re-

ciprocal. From the hypothesis (#3), we can show that the elements of the

matrix

Kx(r) =Fv(r,xo,yo(r),z0(r))

are bounded on 5R(0), and from (H2) that they are measurable on SR(0). Then

the hypothesis (H6) shows that the matrix Kx(r) has a reciprocal matrix

Lx(r), each of whose elements is bounded and measurable on 9Î(0). Then the

reciprocal L0 of dyFx(xo, yo, z0; dy) is obviously given by

Lo(dy I r) = Lx(r)dy(r),

where the multiplication on the right hand side is matrix multiplication.

Finally, it is readily verified that there exists a constant k such that, for

every r in 9î(0), dy in g), and dz in S, we have

||Lo(áy|r)||áA||dy(r)||,

\\dyZ(xo,yo; dy\ r)\\ =    I   dvH(r,r',x0,yo(r');dy(r'))dr'

úkjr\\dy(r')\\dr',

||d2Fi(^o,yo,Zo;dz|r)|| = ||¿.F(r,»0,yo(r),s0(r); <fa(r))[] = *||<fe(r)||.

Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem XII are fulfilled, with F replaced by

Fi, and H by Z, so that the theorem follows from Theorem XII.

In cases where the domains of definition of the functions F and H are

sufficiently regular, and Fv is always continuous on 9î(0) = a closed interval,

it is easy to obtain from Theorem V of Paper I a theorem on the maximal

sheet of solutions. We can then amplify the following Theorem XIV, by

making use of Theorem V of § 10.
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We next consider the case where the solution Y(x) is continuous as a

function of r, at the points of a set SR(1) included in 9Î(0). We have the

following theorem :

Theorem XIV. Suppose that the initial solution y0, the functions F and

77, and the set 9î(1) contained in 9Î<0) are such that

(Hi) y0 is continuous in r at the points of $R(1) ;

(772) for every (x, v,u),F is continuous in r at the points of 9î(1)/or which it is

defined ;

(Hz) 77 is continuous in r at the points of 9?(1) uniformly on 3î'<0) (x<¡,

yo(r'))c.

Then the function V on Or0)¡,9Í<0) to SB defined by

V(x,r) = Y(x\r)

is measurable on 9î(0) and continuous in r at the points of 9Î(1) for every x in

(xQ) 6, and is of class Si"' on (xQ) b uniformly on (x0) ¡,SJ?(0).

To prove this theorem we apply Theorem IV of § 10, with H' = H, and

2)' = the subspace of 2) composed of all those functions y which are continuous

at the points of ij^1'. The subspace 2)' is therefore a space of type A.

We have first to show that if the function Z is defined by equation (19.1),

and if the function G on (x0, y0)c to 2) is defined by

(19.2) G(x,y\r)=F(r,x,y(r),Z(x,y\r)),

then G as on (x0)b (yo)á is to 2)'- Under the hypotheses of the present

theorem, the function Z as on (x0, yo)c is to 2)'- From (.03) of Theorem XIII,

and Lemma 12.2 of Paper I, we obtain the fact that F is continuous on

(y0(r), z0(r))c uniformly on ÍR(m(xQ, yQ(r), z0(r))c. From this we readily

obtain the desired property of the function G.

Secondly, we have to show that the reciprocal L of dyG(x0, yo; dy) as

on 2)' is to 2)'- We follow the steps in the proof of the existence of this re-

ciprocal, as given in the proof of Theorem XII. The linear function K2 on

2) to 2) defined by

Ks(dy\r) = duF(r,x0,yo(r),z0(r); dvZ(xQ,yo; dy \ r))

is to 2)', by Lemma 9.3. For the same reason the elements of the matrix

Fv(r, Xo, yo(r), Zo(r)) are continuous in r at the points of SR(1). The same will

consequently be true of the reciprocal matrix 7,i(r). Hence if the linear

functions L0 and Kt are defined by

L0(dy | r) = Li(r)dy(r),   KA(dy) = - Lo(Ks(dy)),
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then L0 and Kt as on g)' are to g)'. The reciprocal Ko of dy—Ki(dy) is given by

the series

H

Ko(dy) =  2>4„(dy),   #40(dy) = dy,   K<,n+i(dy) = K,(Kin(dy)).
n=0

Hence by Lemma 9.1, K¡¡ as on g)' is to g)'. Finally the function L, reciprocal

to dyG(x0, yo ; dy), defined by

L(dy) = Kb(Lo(dy)),

evidently has the same property.

The last clause of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem I of

§4-
The imbedding theorem* for differential equations of the form

F(r, z',z)=0

becomes a special case of Theorems XIII and XIV if we set

z' = y,    z(r) = x +   f  y(r')dr' = x +   f H(y(r'))dr'.
Jr0 Jr,

VII. Existence theorems for differential equations

Existence theorems for differential equations in general analysis have been

given by E. H. Moore and by T. H. Hildebrandt.f The theorems given here

are somewhat different in form. One object of this section is to show how

these existence theorems may be derived from the preceding imbedding

and implicit function theorems.^

20. Notations. Instead of considering an arbitrary measurable set 9î(0>,

we now restrict attention to an open interval 9î0 of the real axis. For the space

g) we take the space (of type C0) consisting of all functions y on 5R0 to 25

which are continuous on 9î0. We assume that the space 25 is complete, so that

the space g) is also complete.

If we restrict attention to the points of a sub-interval Sio1 of 9î0, we obtain

from the space g) a space g)1 consisting of functions y1 on 9Î01 to 25. The

space g)1 is also a complete linear metric space of type C0. Corresponding to

a^region g)0 of g) there is a definitely determined region gy of g)1.

* Cf. Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, pp. 179, 185.

Bliss, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 25 (1918), p. 15.

t Moore, Atti di IV Congresso (Rome, 1908), vol. II, p. 98.

Hildebrandt, these Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), p. 73.

% Acknowledgements are due to Mr. H. B. Curry of Harvard University for suggestions on

this subject.
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We let r0 denote a point of the interval 3îo, and we retain also the other

notations of Part VI.

21. An existence theorem "im kleinen." We prove the following

theorem :

Theorem XV. Suppose the region 2)o of 2), the point y o of 2)o, and the func-

tion F on 2)o to 2) are such that

(77i) there is a positive constant k such that, for every pair yx, y2 of points

of 2)o and every point r of dt0 we have

\\F(yi | r) - F(ys \r)\\ £ k J)\yi(r) - y2(r)\\ ;

(Hs) y0(ro) =F(y0\r0).

Then there exist an interval SJÎo1 containing the point r0, and a unique point

y1 in the corresponding region 21o1, such that, for every r of' Sîo1 we have

yl(r)=F(y1\r).

Moreover, yl(r0)=yo(ro).

In order that the conclusion may have a meaning, the function F(y|r),

when r is in 9U, must depend only on the part y1 of y. That this is so follows

from (77i), which in fact allows us to draw the conclusion that F(y\r) depends

only on the values of the function y on the interval (rar).

From the definition of a region, there is a neighborhood (y0)o contained

in 2)o. Choose positive numbers 6<1, and c<(l—b)a. Then the interval

dio1 is chosen so that, for every r in fRo1, we have

(21.1) k\r-r0\ = b,

(21.2) \\F(y0\r)-F(ya\rt)\\£j>     ||y,(f.) - y0(f)|| Ú j ■

Then the hypotheses of Theorem I of Paper I are fulfilled for the function

F on the neighborhood ((yo)«)1.

To deduce the theorem from Theorem IX, we may omit the condition

(21.1) on the interval 91o1. The conditions (21.2) are retained, with the con-

stant c restricted only the inequality 0<c<ae~*d, where d is the length of

the interval 9î0.

22. An existence theorem "im grossen." Consider a point y0 of the space

2), and a function F on 9ioSBr to SB, where SBr = (yo(r))„. Suppose that for every
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v, F is continuous on its domain of definition, and that for every r and every vx

and Vi in 25 r we have

\\F(r,vx)-F(r,Vt)\\ = k\\vi-vt\\.

Then we wish to show the existence of a continuous function y on 9î0 (or a

part of 9îo) to 25, satisfying the equation

(22.1) y(r) =    f F(r,y(r))dr + v,

where v is a point in (yo(ro))a- The integral here is a "Riemann" integral,

and certainly exists if the integrand is continuous.* More particularly, we

wish to show that a continuous solution y exists on an interval dto included

in 8îo, such that, if rx is an end point of Uîo1 but not an end point of SRo,

we have
lim || y (r) - y0(r)\\ = a.

To do this we can apply Theorem VIII of § 16, i.e., define a function G

on $Ro25 to 25, equal to F on 3io25r, continuous on 9î0 for every v, and satisfying

the condition

\\G(r,vx)-G(r,n)\\ g 2*||t>, - *||,

for every r, vx, i>2- Theorem VIII does not yield the continuity of the function

G on 9îo- That G is continuous on 9Î0 can be shown as follows. Let {&„}

be a properly monotone increasing sequence of positive numbers approaching

the number a. Let Gn be the function formed (in the same way as G) from

the function F regarded as defined on dto(yo(r))bn- Then each Gn is continuous

on 9îo for every v. Furthermore, we have ||G(r, v)—Gn(r, v)\\ ^k(a — bn),

so that Gn approaches G uniformly on 9î025.

If now we can show that the equation

(22.2) y(r) =   f G(r,y(r))dr + v

has a unique continuous solution, then the part of it falling in the domain

of definition of the function F is the solution of equation (22.1) which we

desire. The integrand G(r, y(r)) above is evidently continuous on $R0 when-

ever y is continuous on 9?0, so that the integral surely exists for every y

in the space g). The existence of a solution of (22.2) is shown in the following

theorem.

* See Paper II, Theorem I.
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Theorem XVI. Suppose the function F on 2) to 2) has the property that

there exists a positive constant k such that, for every yx and y2 in 2) and every

r in 9îo we have

\\F(yi\r) - F(y2\r)\\ = k f)\yi(r) - y2(r)\\.

Then there is a unique function y in 2) such that

y=F(y).

This theorem follows immediately from Theorem IX. The initial function

yo may be chosen arbitrarily. Then take a>ekd ||F(y0) — y0||, and the solution

lies in (yo)o-

23. A special case.* We wish now to derive an existence theorem

(im kleinen) for solutions of equations of the form discussed in § 19. Let

U and SB be ordinary spaces of m and k dimensions, respectively. As before

9îo and dio denote the same linear interval, and r0 denotes a point in it.

Theorem XVII. Consider a function F on 9îoSSo Uo to SB, a function 77 on

diodio' SBo to U, and a point v0 of SB0, with the following properties :

(Hi)  Uo contains the origin u* ;

(772) F(r0, vo, «*)=z;*;

(773) F is of class 6' on SB0 Uo uniformly on 9î0SBo Uo, and continuous on dio ;

(Hi) 77 is bounded on diodió SBo, of class <£' on SBo uniformly on diodió SBo,

continuous on dio uniformly on dio SBo, and measurable on SJf0' ;

(775) the functional determinant

\Fv(ro,v0,u*)\

is different from zero.

Then there exist an interval dio1 containing r0, a positive constant a, and a

unique continuous function y1 on dio1 to (vo)a such that, for every r in dio1,

F(r,y\r),   CH(r,r',y\r'))dr') = v*.

Moreover, yr(ro) =Vo-

The first step in the proof is to apply the implicit function theorems to

the equation F(r, v, «)=î>* to show that there exist positive constants a

and b, and a unique solution V(r, u) on (r0, «*) ¡> to (vo)a, and that the function

V so obtained is continuous on (r0) &, and is of class 6' on (m*) » uniformly

* Cf. Hahn, loc. cit.
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on (r0, «*) 6. The simplest procedure seems to be to apply Theorem III of

Paper I to show the existence and uniqueness of the solution V. The con-

tinuity of V on (r0, w*) b is then obtained by Theorem II of Paper I. From

(H3) and the statement just made we can show that the functional deter-

minant

(23.1) \Fv(r,V(r,u),u)\

is continuous on the neighborhood (r0, «*) ¡>. Hence if b is sufficiently small,

the functional determinant (23.1) is bounded away from zero on that

neighborhood, by (Ho). Therefore we can apply Theorem VI of § 14 to show

that (when b is sufficiently small) V is of class £' on («*) 6 uniformly on

(r0,u*) b-

We next consider the function H. First, H(r, r', yx(r')) is measurable in r'

for every continuous function y1 on (r0) 6 to 25 which is interior to 25o- This

follows from Theorem II of Paper III.  Secondly, the function

r/(r,yi) =   CH^y^Kr'W
J*o

is continuous on (r0) b.

For the initial function yo1 on (r0) b to 25 we take y0x (r) = v0 for every r.

Let

G(y1\r) = V(r,U(r,y1)).

Then G is on (yo1),! to g)1.  By two applications of Taylor's theorem we find

HGtyi1 | r) - G(yè | Oil = M* f'WyHr') - y}(r}\\dr',

where M is greater than the moduli of duV and dvH- Hence we can apply

Theorem XV to secure the desired result, with possibly a further restriction

on the interval (r0) ¡> = SRo1, and consequent alteration of Y1.

VIII.   Special properties of linear equations

24. In this section we seek to generalize the fundamental property of

solutions of systems of homogeneous linear differential equations of the first

order which states that a set of solutions linearly independent at a given point

are linearly independent at every point of their interval of existence.

As a basis for deriving this property, we state an elegant theorem relating

to a certain class of linear transformations defined by a linear equation. This

theorem is due to Professor T. H. Hildebrandt, although the proof for the

more general case stated below is my own.
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Let SR(0) be a bounded and measurable linear set of the real axis di.

Let SB be the complete linear metric space of type B consisting of all functions

sona range $ to 9Î which are bounded on 'iß. Let 2) be the complete linear

metric space of type A0 consisting of all functions y on SJf(0> to SB which are

bounded on 3Î<0), and are such that y(r\p) is measurable on Sü(0> for every p.

Theorem XVIII. Let K be a function on SB9Î(0) to SB which is linear on SB

uniformly on dilm, and such that the function Ki on 2) defined by

Ki(y\r) = K(y(r),r)

is to 2).   Then there exists a unique function V on SB9?(0)9t(0) to SB such that

(G) for each v and n, V(v, ry, r), as a function of r on 9î(0), belongs to the

class 2);

(G) for every v in SB, and every ri and r in di(0), we have

V(v,ri,r) =   frK(V(v,n,r'),r')dr' + v,
Jr,

where the integral is taken over the points of aC(0) contained in the interval (rir).

This function V has the further properties

(Cz) V is linear on SB uniformly on ac<0> 9i(0) ;

(d) for every v in SB, and every ft, r2, r3 in 5c(0) we have

(24.1) V(v,ri,rz) = V(V(v,n,r2),r2,r3) ;

(G) for every ft, r2 in diw the linear function V(v, r\, r2) has a reciprocal,

viz., V(v, r2, ft).

The conclusions (G), (G), and (Cz) follow at once from Theorem X of

§ 18.  To obtain (G) we have

V(v,n,r) =   fK(V(v,n,r'),r')dr'

+    frk(V(v,n,r'),r')dr' + v

=    f K(V(v,ri,r'),r')dr' + V(v,n,r2).

Then since the equation

y(r) =   f K(y(r'),r')dr' + V(v,n,r2)
•>r%

has a unique solution, viz., y(r) = V(V(v, rh r2), r%, r), we have the required

result.  (Cz) is an obvious coroUary of (G).
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The proof just given for the property (C4) is valid on the interval of exis-

tence of the solution, whether the function K is linear or not. The existence

and uniqueness may be obtained from Theorem XVI of § 22. When K

is linear, another proof of the property (CÀ) may be given by using formulas

analogous to (24.1) for the terms of the infinite series obtained by the method

of successive approximations, of which the function V is the sum.

Theorem XIX. Let Kx, K2, and Lx be linear functions on 259î(0) to 25 with

the same properties as the function K of Theorem XVIII, and let Lx be reciprocal

to Kx, for every r of 9î(0). Then there exists a unique function Y on 259î(0) to

g) such that

(Ci) for every v, rx, and r, we have

Kx(Y(v,rx\r),r) =   f K2(Y(v,rx | r, ,r')dr' + v.

The function Y has the further properties

(C2) Y is linear on 25 uniformly on 9Î(0> ;

(C3) if Y(v, rx\rx) = v*for a certain rx, r2, then v=v*;

(d) if the points vx, v¡, • ■ ■ , vn are linearly independent, so are the points

F(t>,,fi|f,),F(»2,ri|r,), ••• , Y(vn,rx | r2),

for every rx and r2.*

Under the transformation of g) into g) defined by

y'(r) = Kx(y(r),r),    y(r) = Lx(y'(r),r) ,

the equations

Kx(y(r),r) =   ÍKt(y(r') ,r')dr'+ v,

y'(r)=   fTK2(Lx(y'(r'),r'),r')dr' + v

are equivalent. Then if we set

K(v,r) = Kt(Lx(v,r),r),    Y(v,rx\r) = Lx(V(v,rx,r),r),

we have our theorem from Theorem XVIII. We obtain the property (C3)

from the fact that both Li and V have reciprocals, and (C4) follows from (C3)

and the linearity of F.

* Cf. Hahn, loe. cit., pp. 330-332.
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